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Abstract (English):

If voice over is the superior voice that dictates truth, I examine voice under, the other truths that take place simultaneously. In my doctoral thesis voice under, I explore all the parallel voices beyond the dominating all-knowing voice over. The intention of the project and concept voice under is to open up a wider sensory register in both the creation and the experience of film. By looking closely at, challenging, and playing with different cinematic conventions, I explore how we can recreate seemingly dominant expressions and find spaces for resistance, although temporary.

This document outlines the different modes of publication of the doctoral thesis voice under. voice under consists of two branches: film and text. The Documented Artistic Research Project (Doctoral Thesis) voice under will be made public and archived on September 1, 2023, through the following three materials:

1. Invitation to voice under
2. Performative contemplative film screening
3. The book voice under, consisting of a collection of texts
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Supplementary bibliographical information:

**Invitation to voice under, folder**
A digital folder that summarizes and provides an introduction to the project’s various parts. It will be like an invitation card to the research project. The folder will be available on DiVA and on the Digital Research Catalogue platform.

**A performative contemplative film screening**
The performative screening consists of audio, moving images and somatic exercises. The aim is to invite participants to explore a wider sensory register and different ways of seeing.

The performative screening will take place in the TV-studio at SKH, where I will guide the audience through a number of “chapters”. To do the work justice – both its performative parts and its audiovisual parts – I have chosen to merely document the work in the form of a text with a score and still images from each chapter of the screening, as well as references and a list of contributors. This textual score will be archived and available on DiVA and on the Digital Research Catalogue platform. To emphasize the ephemeral qualities of the screening, and to let its performative dimensions be as important as the audiovisual ones, no audiovisual material will be uploaded or archived.

**A book consisting of a collection of texts**
In connection with the screening, there will be a book release. The book will be available in printed form.

**ISSN and key title:**
ISSN 2002-603X, X Position, nr 25
Link to exposition in Research Catalogue:
https://www.researchcatalogue.net/view/2264183/2264184

**ISBN:**
978867495993
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